
MARKET SAMURAI – FINDING MORE 

KEYWORDS FOR GOOGLE ADWORDS 

The motivation or reason why you learn about AdWords in Thirty Day Challenge is 

to give you an option to test your niche quickly and efficiently if you are willing to 

spend money doing it. 

This is not necessary and certainly if you are not prepared to spend money to buy 

traffic, you don’t need to. You can be quite happy just by developing your organic 

traffic to your blog. 

At this stage, you may not know the profitability of your niche yet, so you can’t be 

certain that by buying traffic you are going to make any money from it. 

If you are going to use Google AdWords, you need to determine your budget to buy 

traffic considering that you may not get the money back. Again, if you are not 

prepared to lose money at this point to test the market, you should not be doing 

Google AdWords. 

In Day 20, Caro has shown you how to create a Google AdWords account and how 

to setup one ad, which consists of one keyword targeting your main keyword. 

The reality is, you probably have several keywords in your niche that are relevant 

to your blog. People who use those keywords may be interested in the product you 

are promoting, so you may want to buy traffic from those keywords. 

Today you are going to learn how to use Market Samurai to find more keywords 

that you can advertise on. In the next lesson, Caro is going to show you how to add 

those keywords to your Google AdWords campaign and set up split testing for your 

ads. 

To continue from the example, now you create a project with your main keyword, 

which in this case is vintage electric guitar. 



 

(You should use your own main keyword.) 

You want to analyze specific to this micro-niche keyword. Click the Keyword 

Research option. 

 

Use the Google Synonym Tool as the Keyword Sources and instead of using 

SEO Traffic Filter, you want to pick AdWords Traffic Filter in the Automatic 

Filtering section. 

 

Click Generate Keywords to continue. 



 

You may need to enter the captcha. 

As you’ll see Market Samurai returns 131 keywords. Because you use AdWords 

Traffic Filter, you will see keywords that may as well have some AdWords traffic. 

 

For this exercise, you should heavily edit your keywords before you analyze the 

keyword, which is the next step. You don’t want to analyze the keywords that are 

completely unrelated to your micro niche keywords. 

So, now go through the keywords and prune out keywords from the list that are not 

related to vintage electric guitar. 

For instance, custom electric guitar is not relevant because in this case, we are only 

interested in vintage / used / antique guitars. Hit the “X” mark to remove the 

keyword. 



 

You may prune more than you keep, that is absolutely fine. All the keywords that 

you have in the list should be tightly related to your main keyword. 

 

If you are going to buy traffic using any of those keywords and send them to your 

blog, which is optimized for vintage electric guitar, then those people would be 

interested in the blog. 

Click the Analyze Keywords button to continue. You want to turn off the Organic 

keyword research but turn on the AdWords option before clicking Analyze 

Keywords. 



 

You want to sort based on the amount of AdWords Traffic (AWT). Your interest is 

in keywords that have some AdWords traffic. 

 

Obviously, the more AdWords traffic, the larger number of impressions you are 

going to have. That also means the larger the possibility for people to click through 

the ad and check out the web site that the ad points to. 

At this stage, you may want to prepare to bid on any of those keywords because 

they are highly targeted to the main niche. 

It is likely that people who are clicking on those keywords will be interested in the 

vintage electric guitar blog. 

 

You may use the Export function to export the keyword list. That can be your 

starting point to expand your Google AdWords campaign. By bidding on a larger list 

of keywords, you will increase the chance of getting more traffic. 

Good luck with your Google AdWords keyword research using Market Samurai. 

 


